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satvinder kour, rohit jasrotia, pooja puri, ankit verma, bhawna sharma, virender pratap singh, rajesh kumar, susheel kalia. language: english publication date: 2016-12-01..q: android - detect when orientation changes in service i have an android service. i want to detect when the user rotates the
device. the service will update the layout based on the orientation. does anybody know how to detect when the orientation changes? a: there is the following way to achieve such task. put this in ondestroy and onstart methods of your service boolean isalwayson =

getintent().getbooleanextra("isservice", false); if(isalwayson) { return; } pendingintent pendingintent; intent intent = new intent(this, listenerclass.class); pendingintent = pendingintent.getservice(this, 0, intent, 0); // notice i am using android.provider.settings.action_change_wifi_state // and not
android.action_wifi_state_changed intentfilter intentfilter = new intentfilter(android.action_change_wifi_state); intentfilter.addaction(android.action_wifi_state_changed); registerreceiver(onreceive, intentfilter); // create a broadcast receiver to listen to settings changes onreceive = new

broadcastreceiver() { @override public void onreceive(context context, intent intent) { log.v("debug", "onreceive: " + intent.getaction()); } }; // start service startservice(new intent(this, listenerclass.class)); another. for example, there is a tradition among park chan-wook’s films of being as sadistic as
possible, both in the grisliness and in the way he depicts the human body and the brutal depiction of violence, but the handmaiden is without a doubt the most beautifully sadistic film i’ve ever seen. in the last ten minutes, the climactic fight is so masterfully orchestrated as to be beautiful in its

sadness, and how could you not cry in the end. there is room for a discussion about what constitutes a horror film, and to which extent a satirical or historical drama can have horror in it, but you can’t deny that the handmaiden has the best use of death in a film i have ever seen. this is not hyperbolic.
7. you can see my the handmaiden review here. 6. the iron lady there was a small literature surrounding the introduction of feminist narratives into the canon of american cinema. on the one hand, the women’s liberation movement was in full swing, and on the other, the oscars were honoring people

such as jane fonda, who in the ’70s was promoting pro-abortion material. however, the book jane fonda – her work, her life by nina caputo krucoff, published in 1975, seemed to put to rest any debate. much like the handmaiden, the film the iron lady also fits into the category of women’s cinema.
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